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Summary 
‘Someone other than you’ will be an contemporary opera/music theatre piece that explores 
the politics of memory through people's’ minds and recollection, there is inspiration drawn 
from the 2016 bombings in Brussels. This project is a collaboration between students in 
their final phase of their education and (young) professionals.  
 
 
 
 
Creative team 
Noriko Yakushiji (Soprano) 
Yannick Verweij (Stage Director) 
Stefan Aleksić (Writer & Dramaturge) 
Koji Takahashi (Composer) 
 
 
Performers  
Noriko Yakushiji (Soprano) 
Cédric de Bruycker (Clarinet) 
Jaqueline Berndt (Flute) 
Clara lavy (Violin)  
Akiko Okawa (Viola) 
Sinouhé Gilot (Cello) 
 
 
 



 Project description 
 
Exploring themes of mind, memory and politics 
History can be viewed as the collective memory of mankind. That is, the memories we want 
and choose to remember. History is the recollection of events that the majority agrees on as 
fact. In the past, history has often been written by the victors, or those who stood to gain by 
portraying themselves as such. 
By considering these sometimes wildly different accounts of past events, historiography 
attempts to produce a unified, neutral perspective, that the majority can agree on as 
objective. 
Even though we often like to think of memories as unchangeable facts, reality is not that 
simple. Memories are not stored inside the human brain as fixed objects, but rather 
reconstructed on-the-fly whenever one recalls them. In this way, memories get rewritten 
over and over, and gaps within one’s recollection are filled in by the mind. As such, 
memories are highly unreliable as an exact replay source. Moreover, the emotions and 
interpretations associated with memories often change as one grows older and experiences 
new events, which introduces another source of fluidity. 
Psychological research has shown that memories can also be subconsciously altered by 
external stimuli, e.g. from media reports, interviews or conversations with others. 
Concretely, experiment has shown that some people subconsciously falsified the location 
they were at when the 9/11 attacks happened, instead claiming someone else’s memory as 
their own, as it were. 
The mind is a wondrous place, but also a treacherous one: it continuously deceives and 
tricks itself.  
At a higher level, memories can also be influenced by changes in societal consciousness. The 
perspective of society on certain periods in history (e.g. the colonial age) is reflected in education 
and mass media, which in turn affects the way people remember the past. 
 
 
Performance concept 
The March 22 bombings in Brussels in 2016 (in particular the attack on the Maalbeek 
metro station) form the primary focus of this piece. 
These events are heavily politically loaded, and occupy an important place in the recent 
history of Western Europe. The attacks come with a number of different perspectives and 
have shaped political discourse in the subsequent months and years after them. 
This gives us the opportunity to explore the general perspective on these events, and to 
fragment it into various smaller sub-perspectives; we tell the story from multiple angles, 
represented by people who have been affected by the attacks in some way or another. 
The stories as presented by us will be fictional but based on facts. In other words, we use 
“faction” as a dramatic tool to explore the politics of memory, and the memory of politics. 
 
We create 5 different situations sourced from this event, thus inviting us to explore different 
types of communication; e.g. thought, texting, a phone conversation, an actual conversation. 
 
 



Staging-wise are we already looking for forms that could dramaturgically fit the concept, 
like the construction, illusion and fixation of memory which could be explored through 
using live-stream film on stage.  Noriko (Soprano) is going to perform all roles by herself, 
reinforcing the narrative that we present different perspectives on the same events. 

 
SOCIAL CRITIQUE 
 
The rise of the internet has given us access to a vast source of information at our fingertips, 
but at the same time, it also allowed low-quality (or even outright fake) reporting to thrive. 
This is exacerbated by the fact that whenever we search for something on the internet, we 
are subject to all sorts of cognitive biases. Subconsciously or not, we consume information 
that already aligns with our preconceived notions, which further reinforces those biases. The 
news media is also incentivised to spin their reporting according to their political or 
business interests, which is especially dangerous in this age of unbalanced ‘information 
diets’: based on biased information, we change our perspectives on current & past events. 
Political events of the past few years have shown that this has far-reaching consequences in 
the real world. We believe that dialogue is absolutely essential to deal with this problem.  
As artists, we have a personal responsibility to society to stimulate and facilitate said 
dialogue in the public sphere. This project represents our contribution to this goal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

OUTLINE  
 
 
 SCENE 1 Aftermath of the attack; chaos. Open wounds; Possibly a nurse or a policeman who found 
himself amidst the attack but feels paralysed and immobilised by what's going on around him/her. 
Talking incoherently. Bits and pieces of information and emotion. We follow the creation of both 
his memory and his scars. Voices of other people. 
 
 
 
 SCENE 2 Prior to the attack; Getting ready; Viewpoint of a terrorist. From the beginning of the scene 
we still don't know that he, in fact, is a terrorist. We hear his last messages to the world, possibly his 
farewell letter. We learn about his convictions but also his feelings. We deconstruct the image of 'the 
enemy' and portray him in all his brutality, confusion and determination.  
 
 
 
SCENE 3 Aftermath of the attack; Opulent office made of steel and porcelain; Journalist/editor learning 
about the attack. He decides to manipulate the news out of his political convictions but also possibly 
because of fear and lack of knowledge. In a way, he gives out a verdict: we must fight for 
pro-Western Europe. He sends messages of hatred to the world.  
 
 
 
SCENE 4 Before the attack; Girl approaching a train; The train approaches; girl discusses everyday life 
with her mother on the phone. When the attack starts she thinks of all the things she wants to say 
as a goodbye.  
 
 
 
SCENE 5 Aftermath; Deepest underground; The terrorist and the victims waiting for the train. All of 
them read the news and media interpretations of the attack. The girl and the terrorist talk to each 
other about their day. Girl asks him why he did it. She also tells him he doesn't look like a terrorist 
but a human. The train arrives.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Biographies 
 
 
Noriko Yakushiji, Soprano(1987) 

graduated from Tokyo University of the Arts, and studied in 
Belgium with a grant from the Belgian government. She finished 
the Master's program of the Royal Conservatory of Brussels, 
studying under Marianne Pousseur, with a scholarship from the 
Nomura Foundation. She was a laureate in the 2014 competition 
“Nouveaux Talents de l'Art Lyrique” , a finalist in the 2017 
international singing competition “Bell’Arte” and got the 3rd 
prize of the 2018 competition of contemporary music in Tokyo. 
She played "L'enfant" in Ravel's "L'enfant et les sortilèges" at the 
Royal Opera of Liège, "Virtu" in Monteverdi's "L'incoronazione di 
Poppea" at the John McIntosh arts center of London, “Zerbinetta”  
in Strauss’s “Ariadne auf Naxos” at the Epta-zaal of Tokyo and 
performed in several concerts in Europe and Japan.  
Her main interest lies in contemporary music; at the Belgian 
Festival of Contemporary Music "Ars Musica", she performed 
work by Jean-Luc Fafchamps. She also performed on the stage of 
the "Sirga contemporary music festival" in Flix in Spain.  
 She premiered pieces by several composers such as Claude 
Ledoux, Nicolas Bacri, and others. She premiered the opera “The 

Provocators” by Yoriaki Matsudaira in Tokyo and the piece of Yuki Nakahashi which has been 
broadcast by NHK.  She is currently honing her skills in contemporary music at the Royal 
Conservatory of Ghent with the members of Ictus and Spectra.  noriko.yakushiji.be/en  
 
 
 
Yannick Verweij, Stage Director (1994)  

was born in the Philippines and grew up in the Netherlands, he is 
scenographer and theatre maker. He discovered the imaginative 
power of visuals and theatre early on in his youth by building- 
and performing with scale models. Later on, during his studies, he 
developed a passion for opera, physical- and music theatre. 
Yannick trained at HKU University of the Arts Utrecht in the 
Netherlands. He gained experience by working for designers duo 
Clement & Sanôu (Grachtenfestival Amsterdam, Lowlands 
Festival, Theater an der Wien) under designer Michael Levine in 
London (Komische Oper Berlin). 
His work has been presented at ITS Festival Amsterdam and at 
the Delft Fringe Festival among other things. 
Instead of illustrating events, Yannick tries to visualize triggers 
though design and performance that evokes worlds and stories in 
the mind of the spectator. Thus not creating one scenography but 

https://noriko.yakushiji.be/en/?fbclid=IwAR2OzppohFLtI72aOwHybVaXKQmQQ89JMLvSaYn-sMy90NRdgn1j3Y5ma7w


many by encouraging audience members to constructing each their own inside their head. 
Yannick continues his research in contemporary opera making and working with young composers, 
while studying for his master’s degree in Drama at the Royal Academy for Fine Arts (KASK) in 
Ghent, Belgium. Since 2018 Yannick also teaches the BA Theatre Design course at HKU. Last 
season he created the staging concept and design for the opera ‘Hänsel und Gretel’ with the Bochum 
Symphony Orchestra, under artistic guidance of opera director Lotte de Beer. This season he 
worked as scenographer on productions for Studio Figur (puppetry and visual theatre) and 
SHIFFT/Jasper van Luijk (contemporary dance), both performances are touring in the Netherlands. 
Current planned collaborations are with Studio Figur and Peter Leung (ballet), as well as the 
workings on a new opera on a libretto by Alexandre Popowycz and composed by Gillis Sacré. 
YannickVerweij.com  

 
 
Stefan Aleksić, Writer & Dramaturge (1993, Sombor, Serbia)  

is a playwright, scriptwriter, poet and audio-visual artist. He 
obtained his bachelor diploma in dramaturgy at the Academy of 
Arts in Banja Luka in 2016 and is currently studying for an MA 
degree in Drama at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Gent, 
Belgium. Theater productions of texts "Porkrinds" (2015, National 
Theatre of Republic of Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina) and 
"Flowers Flowers" (2016, Serbian National Theatre, Serbia). Script 
for short film "Weltschmerz" (2017, directed by Anja Kavic for 
DocNomads, Belgium). Short stories publication „Thirteen Years 
Later“ (2016, Fusion 79, Karlovci Gymnasium, Serbia). At the 
moment based in Antwerp, Belgium.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Koji Takahashi, Composer (1986)　 
is a composer.Born in Tokushima, Japan in 1986. He graduated from 
Tokyo University of the Arts. In 2013, He moved to Denmark to 
study with Hans Abrahamsen in the master course of The Danish 
Royal Academy of Music. In 2010, he participated in “Takefu 
international music festival” as an invited composer.His work was 
selected in 80th Japan Society for Contemporary Music concert. In 
2013, he received “Danish Government Scholarship" 
https://kojitakahashi.net/ 
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